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My digital illustration of a “dead zone” stems from my interest in the process of eutrophication. At first, i had been enthralled by the idea of iron fertilization of waters to promote algal
blooms in order to sequester carbon deep in the ocean waters. When the possible formations
of “dead zones” were mentioned, I moved my interests from iron fertilization to the process of
eutrophication by drawing similarities between both of them.
I believed that iron fertilization was an unnatural process in which we were playing God.
However, I realized that iron fertilization was not really a problem as I made it out to be. Iron
fertilization is only an introduction of a limited amount of nutrients into the environment whereas
nutrient runoffs are not.
Our reliance on certain habits, from agricultural methods to waste disposal, constantly
introduces phosphorus and nitrogen into the ocean. This overload of nutrients encourages algal
blooms that in turn begins the process of eutrophication.
The “dead zones”, formed by the process of eutrophication, are not completely devoid
of life. Some invasive species such as the jellyfish thrive in these conditions where predators are
limited (through a mixture of both eutrophication and overfishing) and feast on microorganisms.
They quickly multiply and inhibit the revival of these “dead zones” with their presence. Their
excessive numbers make it difficult for other species to repopulate the area.
Many of the reasons why eutrophication happens could have been prevented with a bit of
intervention. Nutrient runoffs could be better managed with new and more updated means of agriculture, more efficient and recyclable waste disposal, and stricter policies on industrialization.
Overfishing could be prevented with the instatement of regulations.
I found this particular topic interesting because all the reasons for which eutrophication
and the overpopulation of potentially harmfull jellyfish could be prevented if people took the
time and put in the effort.
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